EXIT ONLY
NO RE-ENTRY

EXIT

FLOOR 3
EXIT VIA SKYWAY TO HELLER HALL

EMERGENCY EXIT ONLY
DO NOT OPEN
ALARM WILL SOUND

EXIT-1
Exit Only door [1]

EXIT-Floor 1 + Fire Exit

EXIT-Alarm Emergency exit alarm [1]

NORTHWEST STAIR
4TH FLOOR
EXIT - FLOOR 1

SOUTHEAST STAIR
3RD FLOOR
EXIT - LEVEL G

STR-W Stairwell ID
1ST - 5TH FLOOR

STR-W-FS
(Stairwell fire sign)
(Shown Right)

ACESSIBLE ELEVATOR

Northeast Stair
NO ROOF ACCESS

B BASEMENT LEVEL
B thru 4

Exit Floor 1 Directly to Exterior

Department of Ecology
Bell Museum of Natural History

D-Floor 3x3A (Directional/ with floor identification)
D-Infra.15x15A (Informational directional)
D-Signpost (Suspended overhead directional; 4ft & 8ft sizes available (8ft for heavy text) multi-directional)